Likelihood ratios, sensitivity, and specificity values can be back-calculated when the odds ratios are known.
To provide a solution for calculating the true-positive, false-positive, false-negative, and true-negative results from studies where only the odds ratios (ORs), number of patients with the finding, and number of patients with the target condition are given. The quadratic formula shown here allows investigators conducting systematic reviews to back-calculate the sensitivity, specificity, and likelihood ratios (LRs) from the OR. A spreadsheet that requires only the OR, and the row and column total from the 2 × 2 table enables the back-calculation of the individual true positives, false positives, false negatives, and true negatives. Solutions are also available for the special situations when the OR = 1 or the OR is nonestimable because of zero false positives or false negatives. A simple spreadsheet enables those conducting systematic reviews of diagnostic tests to include studies that report only the OR. This approach should enrich the number of studies retained in meta-analyses of diagnostic tests where the desire is to create summary sensitivity, specificity, or LRs.